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The Problem

The One Laptop Per Child 

(OLPC) project provides 

laptops to developing 

countries to enrich children's 

education through 

technology.

In 2009 Haiti received 

11,000 donated XO laptops.

However, 95% of Haiti's 

primary schools have no 

electricity.
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Our Project Goals

Design an affordable 

replicable solar charging 

solution for Haitian schools

Develop a method of 

regular communication with 

partners in Haiti to facilitate 

collaboration

Raise money to pay for a 

prototype and deployment 

trip to Haiti
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Organization of Our Team

We decided that our work would be divided into three main initiatives:

Solar

Communication

Funding

Each initiative has a dedicated set of three members assigned to it but the entire group 

can be mobilized to address any specific issue as necessary.
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Solar Initiative

 Researched and familiarized ourselves with solar 

technology

 Gathered a list of necessary specifications for three 

potential schools

 Came up with a few potential design possibilities for a pilot 

deployment

 Acquiring components to build a demonstration model of 

the pilot system to charge 4 XOs
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Communication Initiative 

 Met with project sponsor (Guy Serge) about the current 

situation in Haiti

 Contracted a group of engineering students at State 

University of Haiti to help with gathering more information 

on the situation

 Created an internal website to facilitate collaboration using 

www.pbworks.com

 Created an external website to promote the project 

www.iitempowerhaiti.org

http://www.pbworks.com/
http://www.iitempowerhaiti.org/
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Funding Initiative

 Applied to the following grants:

 Internet Society Community Grants

 Society for New Communications Research

 NCIIA Sustainable Vision  Grants

 Improved upon the budget details 

 Setting up a donation link for the website
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Progress Toward Goals

 The following is our progress towards our goals:

 Specifications and rough designs (bill of materials/diagrams)

 More concrete budget estimate

 More informed about situation in Haiti

 Met with an engineer specialized in sustainable power solutions in the 

developing world

 Met with OLPC coordinator in Haiti (project sponsor)

 Created a project website to advertise and gather funding 

 Created an internal collaborative website for the team

 Made grant process and will apply for more
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Major Obstacles Encountered

Obstacles that our group has encountered:

Communication between partners in Haiti

Learning about considerations of a solar 

installation

Deciding on the scope of the project

Lack of resources (equipment)
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Anticipated Major Challenges

Obstacles that our group will encounter:

Language barrier, cultural considerations, 

unstable politics

Installation

Customs 

On-site unpredictability

Giving them a hand up and not a handout

Internet connectivity at schools
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Our Needs

We would like some of the following:

Solar equipment to test the model

A person who knows more about solar power

Money for the trip or fundraising for the trip to 

Haiti as well as purchasing equipment

Donation Link
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Questions?


